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bumperkit

replacement instructions

Contents of Archer2/Archer3 Bumper 
Replacement Kit
Depending on the type of unit, the bumper 
replacement kit may include either top 
bumper.

 � Standard unit: One bumper for the top 
and one bumper for the bottom

 � Barcode unit: One top bumper with a 
viewing window for the barcode reader 
and one bumper for the bottom 

 � Instruction sheet

Remove the old bumpers
1. Pull one front corner of the bumper 

away from the unit. 
2. Pull the bumper off the unit.

Install the new bumpers
The replacement bumpers are designed 
with a small tab inside the front corners of 
the bumper. This must fit inside the mating 
hole on the unit. 

1. Place one front corner of the bumper 
slightly above the front corner of the unit 
as seen below.

2. Push the bumper down so that the tab is 
inserted into the mating hole.

3. Press the first back corner of the bumper 
into the unit.

4. Press along the front and back edges of 
the bumper to seat them into the unit.

5. Press the second back corner into the 
unit.

6. With the rest of the bumper seated, lift 
and fold back the second front corner 
of the bumper to expose the tab inside.

7. Pull and stretch the bumper so that the 
front corner can be positioned slightly 
above the second front corner of the 
unit.

8. Once positioned, insert the tab into the 
mating hole.

9. Remove and replace the remaining 
bumper in the same manner.
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Instructions for replacing the bumpers are 
the same whether you are replacing them 
on an Archer2 or an Archer3.

Kits: 24080, 24081, 24082, 24083

P/N: 24079-02


